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India’s moon mission cost lower than cost of making a movie1 
India’s Chandrayaan-3 mission cost $75mn. Hollywood movie Interstellar cost $165mn to make

Source: Times of India



CO2 emissions rising sharply; China emits nearly two-thirds of it2 
Energy-intensive heavy industries like infrastructure and real estate contribute to the emissions.

Source: Energy Institute, Bloomberg Opinion



Countries across the globe prepare for Green Tech Transition3 

Source: Statistia

Higher income countries seem to be more prepared.



U.S. Corporate Bankruptcies in 2023 on the rise4 
Higher borrowing costs have resulted in a surge of corporate bankruptcies so far this year. 

Source: Visual Capitalist



Housing Affordability In India’s Leading Cities5 

Source:  Knight Frank India, BQ Prime

Mumbai is the least affordable city for housing in India



India lowest in internet penetration among large countries6
Data cost is the lowest paving way for faster growth.

Source: Finmedium, Mint



Potential for higher foreign exchange earnings from tourism7 
India is still below its pre-pandemic levels of earnings from foreign tourism

Source: Tickertape, Ministry of Tourism



Per Capita Electricity Consumption in Selected Countries8 
India still very low in per capita energy usage

Source: Finmedium, CERC, CEA



OPEC’s share of India oil imports drops to record low9 
Cheaper oil imports from Russia replace imports from OPEC.

Source: Govt, trade sources



Buying Second-hand is gaining popularity10 
Is inflation leading to this phenomenon?

Source: Statista
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